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CreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform. Paperback. Condition: New. This item is printed on demand. 86 pages. Dimensions: 11.0in. x 8.5in. x
0.2in.Right now, as you read this, what global crisis in the news most worries you Perhaps the growing threat of Muslim Jihadists terrorists in radical
Islam, intent on forcing you, and your family, to obey sharia laws of the true Abrahamic faith What about your brand of Abrahamic faith Is yours the
true Abrahamic faith because you were born in it (predestined) Or do you ask serious questions only to be rebuked: Just believe! Can a book claim
that its sole source, Tanakh, is true and then contradict Tanakh to override and supersede it The contradiction demonstrates that one or the other is
false! The Creator didnt contradict Himself. So which of the contradictory books are false Relative to dealing with global terrorism as well as your
own personal a erlife and that of your family, nothing can be more urgent than digging through the millennia of noise down to the bedrock of the
earliest extant source documents, in their original languages, to reveal the undiluted, single original, answer that resolves these conundrums for all
who will study and educate themselves. WAN takes a dont trust me, look at the evidence yourself! approach, holding your hand while explaining
Hebrew perspective and terms, guiding you through the initial stages of this process; thus answering your questions as it also resolves the single,
original reality-truth of the Abrahamic faith. It is a religious conflict. Only education, over a considerable period, to the treasure introduced in WAN
(and elaborated in its two successors in the series Atonement In the Biblical New Covenant (ABNC) and The Netzarim Reconstruction of Hebrew
Matityahu (NHM, in English)), can ever cure the murderous cancer of apostasy from the original...
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compact collection of twelve short stories about people who deliver their own form of justice. These are...
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